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 Mickelson Muse 
From our state of deep thought or dreamy abstraction. 

No. 22, December 2005 

Hi All, 

We have had quiet an adventure since our last newsletter.  You know the term, “When 

life serves you lemons, make lemonade.”  Well I think we have had enough lemons to 

make a pie. 

Some of you know that on October 31
st
, Diane went into surgery for a total left knee 

replacement.  The surgery went well and she did well for a couple of days and then 

everything went south.  On Wednesday she started to feel sick and nauseous leading to 

problems breathing.  She ended up passing blood clots to both her lungs and heart.  She 

was moved to the cardio floor of the hospital because they thought she had a heart attack 

or pulmonary embolism, neither of which sounded good to me.  Diane was being prodded 

and poked and was being tested for everything known to mankind.  Her blood pressure 

and blood count dropped.  It took five pints of blood to get her blood count up to a safe 

range. 

While this was going on, a physical therapist came in and aggressively manipulated 

Diane’s leg, which caused her leg to bleed internally.  Her left leg swelled up to an 

enormous size.  The cartoon image of staples popping out of her leg came to mind. 

Needless to say, Diane spent a total of eleven days in the hospital and is home now 

recovering, drinking lemonade and eating lemon meringue pie.   

12:12 (December 12,2005) 

The vibratory key of 1+2 is the energy signature for a Convergence of Polarities, 

resulting in the manifestation of a Convergence Point, or Magical Child… the third point 

of a triad. 

When this energy signature appears on both sides of the Veil of Fears (12:12), the 

resonant power flux absolutely goes off the chart!  This is what occurred when God 

merged with and filled the womb of Mother Mary, and it is what happens every time two 

(previously) separated aspects in 3D Space choose to return to our Home State of 

Universal Oneness. 

 

The heart of the 12:12 Activation is the blending of human and divine DNA, for purposes 

of expanding the experience of BOTH SIDES of the Agreement!  The belief that humans 

are merely “handmaidens” of the Lord is borne of Separation Consciousness.  We are 
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COSMIC CHRIST MANIFESTATIONS, each within our own created universe and 

worthy of much awe and respect. 

 

This portal or gate is closely linked with Level Eleven: State of Oneness.  For those of 

you who have not had this level done, it would be a good time to consider this level.  To 

read about this level you can go to our website, www.drsmick.com to read about this 

level. 

 

Some sources are calling December 12, 2005 (3+3+7=13), THE THIRTEEN GATE, The 

Fullness of All, made manifest in human form.  The 13 Gate vibrates to the number “4,” 

which is Earth Resonance: Four directions, Four Elements, Four Seasons…. And now: 

Mother, Father, Spirit, Child, (Earth, Air, Fire, Water).  The Divine Feminine takes Her 

place alongside a Heavenly Husband once more.  This is another way to balance you.  

This will be happening inside each of us that are open to receive this.   

 

Another source tells us the all the people on the planet will receive gifts of spirit 

according to their intention and the focus of the path they are walking.  Take a moment 

this coming Monday, December 12, to attune to the ascension flame in the Great Pyramid 

of Egypt – imagine the flame leaping from one pyramid to the next through space and 

time across the world.  The light flaming on Earth on December 12 will give seekers of 

truth the biological keys to mastery and freedom.  

Balance 

We have talked many times before about being in balance or centered or neutral.  I was 

reading in the Reconnections newsletter and they put this a different way.  They stated 

that, “You walk a fine line between God as healer and God as Slayer.”  In truth, you are 

walking a fine line between EVERYTHING and EVERYTHING ELSE.  You are Bridge 

People.  Your task is to place one foot on this side of the Veil of Fear, and the other foot 

on the other side, so that a balance can be struck.  If one cannot (or will not) strike this 

balance, he could be considered spiritually sterile – or, on the other hand, an agent for 

some extreme faction that has somehow become present within a Oneness Resonance, yet 

refuses to join with it.   

 

If a bridge is to serve its proper purpose, it must be firmly anchored on BOTH SIDES, so 

as to present a stable means of crossing for those who venture out upon it.  This means 

that you must have access to tools and resources, so as to adequately operate in the World 

of Form, and you must also be able to traverse easily through the highways and byways 

of the Multi-universe, so you have something new to offer the transforming people of 

Earth. 

 

Joy Symbol (feedback) 

 

As one client wrote, “This Joy Symbol work is slowly sinking in.  It’s not how this Joy 

attunement will allow me to be a happy person… It’s more about choosing to go deep 

within and create the joy vibration and bring it outward into my life and to the rest of the 

http://www.drsmick.com/
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world.  You didn’t tell me that this attunement would simplify and complicate my life 

both at the same time.  So my life’s purpose is to simply be joy-full… I guess it beats 

being bored and grumpy…” C 

  

 So… How do we exist during this weird period of time with all the strange energies 

bombarding us from all directions? 

 

Keep doing the Gold Light exercise, think your body bigger, breathing, drink water, eat 

foods that you know will not upset your digestion, stay centered and focused, think your 

body open, the main thing is to not resist the energy as it is flowing through you. 

 

So what will assist you as you incorporate this new energy and vibration into your 

essence? 

 

All of the different levels of work would assist your process, especially Level 11.  The 

Joy Symbol work and Reconnection to Home Star System seem to stand out with the 

Other Work that we do. Again you can read about our work on our web site 

www.drsmick.com. 

 

Information is formulating as we write this newsletter about new work that is coming 

through.  We hope all the pieces come together so we can introduce it to you soon. (Isn’t 

that a nice teaser?) 

 

Loren and Diane Mickelson 
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